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ABSTRACT 

With advance in field of robotics, more appplications are being explored which can be undertaken by robotic arms. Robotic Arms are exten-
sively used in manufacturing industries for enhancing productivity. To further improve the productivity in manufacturing industries, selec-
tion of proper workspace parameters and implementation of an optimal path for Robot Arms is necessary. For this purpose, agility function 
is used for computing the agility of the Robotic Arm at various points in the Workspace. Agility at a point in the workspace can be different 
for different direction and thus exhibits anisotropic characteristics. On basis of this analysis, different agility zones, iso-agility lines and iso-
agility points can be computed in the workspace of the Robot Arm. These parameters are used for obtaining an optimal path from one point 
to another in the workspace thereby enhancing productivity of the process. This analysis can also be used to find out optimum parameters 
of the Robot Arm with respect to the workspace requirements. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The discussion in this paper is regarding the development of a method for enhancement of the productivity of manufacturing pro-
cesses employing Robot Arms. To enhance productivity of a Robot Arm, selection of proper workspace parameters is important. The 
response of the Robot Arm would not be uniform throughout the workspace. While moving in some region of the workspace, the 
Robot Arm could have better response or could consume less time as compared to some other region for moving the same distance. 
So the equipment setup, arrangement and workspace parameters should be selected in a way so that maximum of the more respon-
sive region of the workspace is utilized. A 3 DOF Robot Arm is taken into account for analyzing agility in the workspace. A mathemati-
cal function is defined for Agility. Based on it, agility is computed at various grid points in the workspace. From this information, iso-
agility lines and points can be computed. These help in identifying regions with similar response or agility in the workspace. Then 
using resultant agility at each point, a vector field is generated in the Robot workspace. Matlab is utilized for calculating agility at the 
grid points and plotting the vector field. Given the start point and end point, the objective now is to choose a path in the vector field 
to maximize the agility. This will minimize the process time and in turn maximize productivity. Matlab is utilized for calculating the 
optimum path with the help of optimization toolbox. 

ROBOT ARM 

A simple 4 DOF Robot Arm is considered for the analysis. All the joints are revolute. Thus it is 4-R type of manipulator. The different 
degrees of freedom and joint motion are reffered in Figure 1 and Figure 2. R1, R2, R3 and R4 are the four revolute joints. The axis of R1 
is along Y-axis and is at the centre of the workspace. The axes of R2, R3 and R4 are parallel to each other.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

Figure 1: Joint Motion Orthogonal View     Figure 2: Joint Motion 3D View 

 

CAD Model 

The 3d CAD Model of Robot Arm can be generated in any CAD modelling software. Solidworks is utilized to generate 3d CAD Model 
of the Robot Arm reffered in Figure 3.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: 3D CAD Model 
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Forward Kinematics 

Forward Kinematics is a type of Kinematics. It deals with the problems for finding position and orientation of the end-effector of the 
Robotic Arm if the joint configurations are given. Usually servo motors are used to actuate the joints of robotic arms. Thus the joint 
configurations are known at all the times. So forward kinematics is used to find the position and orientation of the end-effector from 
the position of the servo motors used at joints of the kinematic chain. There are two basic methods for solving forward kinematics 
problem. One of them uses graphical approach while other uses D-H parameters. 
The graphical method is simplest for calculating the position of end-effector. Here the calculation is done only for the position of the 
end-effector and not for its orientation. In XY plane consider a generalized state of the kinematic chain. Figure 4 shows the angles 
made by the links. Using these angles, with simple vector algebra, we can present the following equations; 
 
x = l1cosθ1 + l2cos(θ1+ θ2)             (1) 
 
y = l1sinθ1 + l2sin(θ1+ θ2)             (2) 
 
Here l1 and l2 are the link lengths and The θ1 and θ2 are the angles made by these links with reference to previous link as shown in 
Figure 4. These equations can be used to calculate the end-effector positionby using a numerical computing environment like 
Matlab. 

Inverse Kinematics 

Inverse Kinematics is used for finding the joint angles for a specific position or orientation of the end-effector. In Figure 4, θ1 and θ2 
are the joint angles for all mechanical configurations possible. Inverse kinematics is required for computation of agility at various 
points in the workspace. There may exist more than one, possible solutions for a given problem when solved using inverse kinemat-
ics. In our problem we are only interested in the position of end-effector and not its orientation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Generic Orientation of Links 

 
Let x and y be the co-ordinates of the end-effector in XY plane, 
 
x = l1c1 + l2c1+2             (3) 

 

y = l1s1 + l2s1+2             (4) 
 
On squaring and simplifying these equations, we get; 
 

Θ2 = arccos(
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As seen in adove equation, Θ1 is dependent on Θ2 and thus we need to calculate the value of Θ2 first. Thus from equation 5 and 6 we 
can calculate the the joint angles for a particular position of the end-effector. 
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WORK ENVELOPE 

The workspace of a robot manipulator can be described as the set of points that can be reached by its end affector considering a 
physically possible mechanical configuration. The workspace of Robot Arm is reffered in Figure 5. It shows a plot in the vertical plane 
XY. This Figure indicates the reach of the Robotic Arm given the constraints of each of its joints. The constraints for each joint are giv-
en below in the Table 1. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 1: Joint Constraints 

 
         
        

                
 

Figure 5: Workspace in XY plane 

AGILITY FUNCTION 

Agility can be put forward as the ability of the system to adapt in a quick manner to situations. It is a measure of quickness of the 
system. Thus faster the response, more will be the agility of the system. The agility in terms of a Robot Arm would be the measure of 
quickness of physical movement. While the quickness of movement of the arm is dependent on the mechanical configuration and 
parameters of the actuator. Thus agility changes  with change in mechanical configuration and actuator parameters at a given point 
in the workspace of the Robot Arm. For a given Robot Arm the agility varies in the workspace. As the agility depends on the mechan-
ical configuration, it will depend on the direction of motion exhibiting anisotropic characteristics. Here the analysis is done in Carte-
sian system by defeining agility for 3 axes – X, Y and Z. Agility at a point in the workspace can be different along different axes. The 
agility at point P along X-axis  is denoted by (A)

p
X. Similarly (A)

p
Y and (A)

p
Z denote the agility at a point P along Y-axis and Z-axis re-

spectively. Here (A) is used to denote agility. 

Mathematical Function 

In general agility can be mathematically given by the summation of the agile properties squared. The mathematical function for agili-
ty at a point in workspace can be written as; 
 

(A) =


n

k

kkac
1

2
             (7) 

 
Here ak is the k

th
 agile property and ck is the respective weight for the k

th
 agile property. 

As agility is measure of quickness of physical movement of the Robot Arm, the mathematical function should contain the term of 
velocity or time. Velocity can prove to be a better choice being a vector. As velocity is a vector, agility will also be a vector. Thus here 
the only agile property is velocity. Thus the mathematical function for agility at point P can be rewritten as; 
 
(A) = cp v(t)p

2
             (8) 

 
Here v(t)p is the velocity at point P as a function of time and cp is the weight at point P. 

Assumptions 

Few assumptions are taken in order to carry out the analysis successfully. The hypothesis is can be verified after making the following 
assumptions. 

Joint Type Range 

R1 Revolute -П to П 

R2 Revolute -П/2 to П/2 

R3 Revolute -2П/3 to 2П/3 

R4 Revolute -П to П 
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1. The response of the system is considered continuous to reduce the complexity of the problem. The angular velocity deliv-
ered by the motors is assumed to be a constant value. The change in the angular velocity(ω) and angular acceleration(α) are 
neglected at the start and end of the motion. 

2. The total agility at a point in workspace is assumed to be vector resultant of the agilities at that point. 
3. The grid points in the workspace are assumed to be located very nearby to each other in a dense fashion. Thus linear inter-

polation would be a good measure to compute the values between two grid points. 
4. The torque delivered by motors is constant with time and there is no lag in motion due to change in loading conditions. 
5. The value of agility at a point for the motion of Robot Arm radially inward with respect to axis of revolute joint (R1) is same 

to that of the value of agility for radially outward motion. Similarly the value of agility for a point for clockwise motion with 
respect to the base or axis of revolute joint (R1) is same to that of the value of agility for anti clockwise motion. 

COMPUTING AGILITY 

Agility is computed at all necessary grid points by using the mathematical function of agility. It has to be computed in all three direc-
tions. It is not required to compute the agility at all grid points in the workspace. For the Robot Arm, it can be understood that the 
plot will be symmetrical about the base or axis of revolute joint (R1). Thus computing for the grid points on one side can be skipped. 
This can save some computation time. The computation of agility along X-axis and Y-axis is complex as compared to computation of 
agility along Z-axis. This is because here two revolute joints are responsible for the considered mechanical configuration while com-
puting along X-axis and Y-axis. While only one revolute joint is responsible for considered mechanical configuration while computing 
along Z-axis. 

Agility along X-axis 

The computation of the agility along X-axis is initiated from the bottom of the workspace. The computation is initiated at the mini-
mum gridstep in direction of Y-axis. At this step the agility for all the points excluding symmetrical points on X-axis in XY plane is com-
puted. The procedure is repeated after adding a gridstep in direction of Y-axis. Thus all points are computed at a particular value of Y 
co-ordinate on XY plane. Number of points for computation change with addition of a gridstep each time depending on the nature of 
workspace. In the case of the Robot Arm, the workspace exhibits a circular symmetry. Thus the value of agility at all points for radially 
inward or outward motion will be same as that of the value of the agility along X-axis computed on XY plane for respective gridsteps 
or value of Y co-ordinate. This is referred in Figure 6 and 7. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

     Figure 6: Computing Agility along X-axis         Figure 7: Agility along X axis (XY plane) 

 

Agility along Y-axis 

The procedure is similar to that for computation of agility along X-axis. The addition of gridstep here will in direction of X-axis each 
time. Thus all the points at a particular value of X co-ordinate will be computed in the XY plane and then after addition of the grid-
step, the same procedure will be repeated for a different value of X co-ordinate. Here the value of agility at all points for motion 
along the axis will be same as that of the value of the agility along Y-axis computed on XY plane for respective gridsteps or value of X 
co-ordinate. This is referred in Figure 8 and 9. 
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      Figure 8: Computing Agility along Y-axis          Figure 9: Agility along Y axis (XY plane) 

 

Agility along Z-axis 

The velocity along Z-axis is proportional to the distance of end affector from the axis of revolute joint (R1). Further there is only one 
revolute joint responsible for the mechanical configuration. Thus the computation is easier. Agility along Z-axis is computed at all the 
points excluding the symmetrical points on XY plane starting from inner centre and going radially outward. So the agility will be same 
for all points at a fixed radius from the central axis. But it will increase with increase in radius. This is refered in Figure 10. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Agility along Z axis (XZ plane) 

Mathematics Used 

As from the equation 3 and equation 4; 
 
x = l1c1 + l2c1+2             (9) 
 
y = l1s1 + l2s1+2             (10) 
 
On differentiation, we get; 
 
x ̇ = l1s1θ ̇1 + l2s1+2θ ̇1+2            (11) 
 
y ̇ = - l1c1θ ̇1 - l2c1+2θ ̇1+2            (12) 
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Here x ̇ and y ̇ are the velocities along X-axis and Y-axis respectively. θ ̇1 and θ ̇2 indicate the angular velocities imparted by the motors 
and thus are known to us. Thus if we know the value of θ1 and θ2 for the co-ordinates x and y, we can calculate the velocity at these 
points and in turn agility also. The value of θ1 and θ2 are calculated by inverse kinematics mentioned earlier and substituted in these 
equations. After calculating velocity, agility is calculated as per equation 8. 
In this manner agility at all the points can be calculated. This is done with help of Matlab which is a numerical computing environ-
ment. 

AGILITY VECTOR FIELD 

Agility vector field is a plot of total agility at all points in the workspace. Total agility is given by the resultant of all three vectors at a 
given point. Mathematically it can be given as; 

(A)
p

total = 
222

)()()( p

Z

p

Y

p

X AAA            (13) 

This value of the resultant and its direction is plotted for each point in the workspace by using arrows indicating the direction and 
their length indicating the magnitude. This plot of vector field helps in understanding the regions with better agility and choose an 
optimal path for motion. 

AGILITY IN PARTICULAR DIRECTION 

Let x1, y1 and z1 be the co-ordinates for point 1 and x2, y2 and z2 be the co-ordinates for point 2. If the robot end-effector has to move 
from point 1 to point 2, the direction of the vector can be given by 
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2
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2
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2
(γ) = 1           (17) 

 
With the help of above equations, the agility in the direction from point 1 towards point 2 can be calculated. After getting the re-
quired direction cosines, it can be expressed as a unit vector for further analysis. 
 
u = cos(α)î + cos(β) ĵ + cos(γ)ƙ           (18) 

INTERPRETATION OF AGILITY 

It is difficult to obtain the physical interpretation of agility from raw data. Thus plotting it in right manner is important. The following 
plots will help in understanding agility and getting a physical intuition. These plots also help in solving the final optimization problem. 

Iso-Agility Points 

The points in the workspace of Robot Arm at which the magnitude of agility is same are Iso-agility points. The plot helps in under-
standing the regions having similar agility in the workspace.  

Iso-Agility Lines 

Iso-agility lines are the lines that connect the Iso-agility points. These help in understanding the distribution of agility in the work-
space of Robot Arm. The magnitude of agility is same on all the points that lie on Iso-agility line.  

OPTIMUM PATH 

After calculating the total agility at each point, this information is used to find the optimimum path to travel between two points in 
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the workspace of the Robotic Arm. The optimum path refers to the path along which the Robotic Arm takes minimum time to travel 
along. Thus we can choose the points with maximum agility in the particular direction we intend the arm to move. From the points, 
the direction of the travel can be determined. Now the agility in that particular direction is calculated at the nearby points of the 
path. The points with maximum agility are selected. These points are via points for trajectory planning. A cubic polynomial is chosen 
as to obtain a variable acceleration in the movement of Robotic Arm. 
 
Θ(t) = a0 + a1t + a2t

2
 + a3t

3
            (19) 

 = a1 + 2a2t + 3a3t
2
            (20) 

 = 2a2 + 6a3t             (21) 
 
Boundary constraints at the initial time t0 and final time tf can be taken as 
 

(t0) = 0             (22) 
(tf) = f              (23) 

 
(t0)= 0              (24) 
(tf) = 0              (25) 

 
The velocity at the via points should not change. Thus boundary constraint for via points can be taken as 
 

(tf)1 = (t0)2             (26) 

GRAPHICAL INTERFACE 

A graphical user interface is created in Matlab. This interface enables the user to simulate the Robotic Arm and execute calculations. 
The user can use mouse to click the buttons in the interface to carry out required operations. The interface uses the same algorithms 
to calculate forward kinematics and inverse kinematics as mentioned in earlier topics. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

     Figure 11: GUI for Plotting Work Envelope             Figure 12: GUI for plotting Agility 

 

The GUI for work envelope takes in the link lengths as inputs and plots a work envelope on the graph. The GUI for agility allows the 
user to choose agility along different axes and plot on the graph. Moreover user is allowed to change some parameters according to 
the requirement. 

SOFTWARES USED 

Software is required for generating a 3d CAD model of Robot Arm and for computation and plotting agility in the workspace. 
 

Solidworks 

Solidworks is a 3d CAD modelling software used here for generating the CAD model of Robot Arm. It is used to define the geometric 
properties, material properties and for assembly of the different components of the robot. 
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Matlab 

Matlab is a numerical-computing environment. Here it has been used for calculating the agility at grid points and plotting. It is also 
used for generating agility vector field and obtaining the optimal path of motion. 

CONCLUSION 

By using the Kinematics of a Robotic Arm the Agility can be calculated at different points in the workspace envelope. Total Agility at a 

point can be expressed as vector sum of agility along different axes. Total Agility for a particular direction is calculated for moving the 

end-effector of a Robotic Arm from one point to another. For a particular direction, points with maximum agility can be found out 

and then these points are used as via points for trajectory generation. This generated trajectory would be optimum in reference to 

time taken to move the end-effector from one point to another.  
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